Assembly instructions:
1. Ask your teacher about the holes that need to be cut and complete them (see NOTE below)
2. Slide Ring1 onto S followed by Z. Align the holes and glue Z to S to keep it motionless. Ring1 should rotate.
3. Slide Ring2 onto S followed by Z. Align the holes and glue Z to S to keep it motionless. Ring2 should rotate.
4. Slide Ring3 onto S followed by Z. Align the holes and glue Z to S to keep it motionless. Ring3 should rotate.
5. (OPTIONAL depending on thickness of cardboard used) Slide Ring4 onto S followed by Z. Align the holes and glue Z to S to keep it motionless. Ring4 should rotate.
6. Insert W into S and glue Y pieces where they make sense. W should be able to slide in and out of S easily.

NOTE: Pieces that require holes / notches are B, G, K, O, and all of the Z rings. The holes / notches need to be large enough for part Y to comfortably fit through.

= hot glue